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In Deember 2000 while onduting a period study of the asteroid (391) Ingeborg , Ko�used GSC 4686 2315 as a omparison star. During one 5 hour period GSC 4686 2315 fadedby more than one magnitude. Observations on subsequent nights allowed for the deter-mination of a preliminary period of 0.9 day. Assistane was sought by way of an Internetmailing list, and the Elipsing Binary Team of the AAVSO joined the investigation.Henden used the USNO 1.0-m telesope with an SITe 1024�1024 thinned, baksideilluminated CCD and standard Johnson-Cousins BV RI �lters along with Landolt stan-dards to determine standard magnitudes for the variable and the omparison stars. Thesedata are in Table 1 and the errors in the last deimal plae are given in parenthesis.GSC 4686 2077 was hosen as the omparison and GSC 4686 2303 as the hek star.Astrometry is based on the USNO-A 2.0 and has less than 100 mas internal errors.Table 1. Standard magnitudes and olor indiesGSC RA (J2000) De (J2000) V B � V V �R R � I4686 2315 01:51:05.93 �3:32:40.90 13.769(2)1 0.948(5) 0.547(4) 0.533(5)14.633(5)213.822(4)3 0.949(9) 0.544(6) 0.48(1)4686 2077 01:51:00.90 �3:28:58.47 14.352(6) 0.390(2) 0.242(6) 0.266(9)4686 2303 01:51:01.39 �3:31:53.87 12.518(1) 0.688(3) 0.410(2) 0.416(3)1 Phase 0.282 Primary min.3 Seondary min. at phase 0.51More omplete photometri information about all stars within 5 armin of the variablean be found in �le 5257-t1.txt at the IBVS web site.Ko� initially used his 0.20-m SCT + Cookbook 245 CCD un�ltered with later follow upobservations done with an SBIG ST-6 CCD un�ltered. Kaiser used his 0.35-m SCT + ST-9E CCD + V �lter. Lubke observed with his 0.28-m SCT + ST-9E CCD + V �lter. Atotal of 6 times of minimum were obtained whih are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Times of primary minimumHJD (error) Observer Epoh O � C2451910.7266 (1) AAH �1 0.0002451911.6640 (5) RAK 0 0.0012451911.6631 (2) AAH 0 0.0002451927.5733 (2) GCL 17 �0.0022452155.9596 (3) RAK 261 0.0002452201.8232 (3) RAK 310 0.000The CCD times of minimum were determined with the software AVE (Barbera 2000)based on the Kwee & Van Woerden method (Kwee - Van Woerden 1956). A least squaressolution gives the result of elements:Min: I = HJD 2451911:6628 + 0:d936002� E:�0:0005 � 0:000003

All data are phased to these elements and the ombined light urves are shown inFigure 1.

Figure 1. Combined un�ltered and V �ltered light urve GSC 4686 2315.
The light urve reveals that the system is a short-period Algol. The un�ltered dataover two observing seasons and indiate that there are asymmetries in the light urve onthat timesale, typial of migrating spots. However, the light urve is also onsistent withthe ase of episodi mass transfer from the lobe-�lling seondary with subsequent impaton the surfae of the detahed primary. This situation would result in a brightening of thesystem in the maximum preeding the primary elipse, whih is the ase in the un�ltered
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light urve from 2000. The un�ltered light urve from 2001 shows the system in a state ofquiesene with the outside-elipse variations mainly due to the reetion e�et. Multi-band photometry (espeially at H�) and spetrosopy during times of enhaned maximawould settle the question.Observations in and around seondary minimum show large variations from one nightto another, variations nearly as large as the elipse depth itself in the V �lter. Beausethe un�ltered observations have an e�etive wavelength longer than the V �lter, theseondary elipse is deeper than for the V data and this e�et is not as striking. Thisvariation is most likely due to the stohasti nature of the mass transfer, with quiesentperiods resulting in a well-behaved seondary elipse note the V light urve data afterphase 0.5 whih were taken during the night of JD 2451905) and ative periods resultingin a disturbed elipse (note the data leading up to phase 0.5 whih were taken on thenights of JD 2451933 and JD 2451963). Supporting this hypothesis is the fat that theative-period data have a larger satter than the quiesent-period data, indiative of amass transfer event.
Referenes:Barbera, R., AVE software, http://www.gea.esa.esKwee, K. K., and Van Woerden, H., 1956, BAN, 12, 327


